CEIC meeting
12-2-20
Members present:
Darla Wilson
Rachel Rector
Carrie Andrews
Allison Bryant
Jenise Lonergan
Jami Montes
Clare Kelly
Chrissy Colwell
The main purpose of this month’s meeting is to address any questions or concerns from our
campus. Here are the items that were discussed:
1. Questions were submitted about the recent PM testing such as why are they now daily
grades instead of test grades and how are we to reteach/retest? We reviewed the
grading guidelines for WISD. More specifics will be discussed at future Principals’
meeting and shared with specific grade levels in data meetings if needed.
2. How does the district handle contact tracing for positive cases? We reviewed the policy
from the District’s current protocol. We also depend on guidance from Melissa Bousquet
for individual cases as needed.
3. Can the district provide “Quarantine numbers” as they do COVID positive numbers?
Some think the district should be more transparent with the community about these
numbers also as they are affecting our attendance for students and staff. *Sent on to
DEIC.
4. Would the district consider making masks mandatory for all grade levels since the
numbers of positive cases are growing? Sent to DEIC.
5. Why doesn’t the district allow for enough staff to have a full-time CM lab? We have
heard the district is moving away from CM but many students still have the minutes in
their plan. We will continue to meet those minutes/plans that we currently have. We are
adding another sped para to our staff to help with this. We will be discussing this further
in our campus Sped meeting next week. Our district sped support will be there to answer
any questions about CM that we may still have.
6. Would the district consider having a “bank” of allowable supplemental aids for STAAR for
all campuses and grade levels to refer to when making these aids per student? Teachers
at each campus are spending time finding and making these resources. We will discuss
this at our campus Sped meeting to come up with a campus plan.

